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Automatic Generation of Game Level
Solutions as Storyboards
David Pizzi, Jean-Luc Lugrin, Alex Whittaker, and Marc Cavazza
Abstract—Game programmers rely on artificial intelligence
techniques to encode characters’ behaviors initially specified by
game designers. Although significant efforts have been made to
assist their collaboration, the formalization of behaviors remains
a time-consuming process during the early stages of game devel-
opment. We propose an authoring tool allowing game designers
to formalize, visualize, modify, and validate game level solutions
in the form of automatically generated storyboards. This system
uses planning techniques to produce a level solution consistent
with gameplay constraints. The main planning agent corresponds
to the player character, and the system uses the game actions as
planning operators and level objectives as goals to plan the level
solutions. Generated solutions are presented as 2-D storyboards
similar to comic strips. We present in this paper the first version
of a fully implemented prototype as well as examples of generated
storyboards, adapted from the original design documents of the
blockbuster game Hitman.
Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, games, multimedia com-
puting, planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
D ESPITE the growing interest in interactive storytelling(IS) techniques, their actual applications to traditional
gameplay design remain to be investigated. IS techniques are
attracting much interest for their potential to develop new game
genres but also as another form of procedural content genera-
tion, specifically dedicated to game events rather than objects
or characters. However, many game designers have expressed
concerns about the incorporation of such generative techniques
in traditional game titles, mainly because of the lack of control
they will have over dynamically generated content.
In the course of joint research with a major European pub-
lisher (Eidos Interactive, London, U.K.), a novel use for IS tech-
niques was suggested, particularly as a support to the game de-
sign phase. It consists of generating all the possible solutions
for a given game level considering the preservation of certain
narrative content. This relies on the dual nature of IS planning
technologies, which are able to generate sequences or narrative
actions as well as various solutions to a game level problem.
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Traditionally, for multisolution-plan games such as Grand
Theft Auto,1 Assassin’s Creed,2 Metal Gear Solid,3 or Hitman,
the elaboration of alternative plan solutions relies on empirical
methods, where solution variants mostly depend on the level
designers’ creativity. In this paper, in opposition to traditional
whiteboard or flowchart, we propose a rational approach to the
elaboration of level solutions based on knowledge representa-
tion and AI planning techniques capable of representing game-
play features. One of the major advantages of an AI-based ap-
proach is that it supports a systematic exploration of plausible
solutions, and enables revalidation of a solution plan whenever
the game environment is modified. In addition to supporting the
generation of solutions from high-level principles, such an ap-
proach also constitutes a framework with which to evaluate plan
complexity. Therefore, an AI-based authoring tool would help
the designers to explore the possible completion plans as game
level solutions, and to evaluate them in terms of difficulty and
narrative experience.
However, solutions generated by AI planners are traditionally
presented as lists of operators, which are notoriously difficult to
read for the nonspecialist. By contrast, within most game com-
panies (including Eidos Interactive), game designers use story-
boards to represent and discuss alternative game level solutions.
Therefore, to assist designers in generating, evaluating, and ex-
ploring plausible solutions in an intuitive way, we have adopted
an interactive storyboard approach to allow an intuitive presen-
tation and modification of the different level solutions produced
by our IS planner. In the following sections, we illustrate system
behavior and the authoring process with specific examples for a
level of the released game title Hitman Blood Money.4
II. RELATED WORK
Formal approaches have been previously proposed to model
the design process of computer games [3], [6], [7], [20], [21].
The underlying idea is to model the spatio–temporal relation-
ships which occur within the game universe. These techniques
thus allow the description of the logical structure of the level
missions in the game by modeling the ordering of action se-
quences using graphical models such as Petri Nets. The use
of Petri Nets supports a dynamic visualization of game sce-
narios However, they are essentially designed for analyzing and
validating preexisting scenarios rather than assisting in their
creation.
1Grand Theft Auto by Rockstar Games: http://www.rockstargames.com/.
2Assassin’s Creed by Ubisoft: http://www.assassincreed.com/.
3Metal Gear Solid by Konami: http://www.konami.com/.
4Hitman: Blood Money © 2006 IO Interactive A/S. Developed by IO Inter-
active A/S. Published by Eidos Interactive Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In the field of IS itself, several authors have described tools
facilitating the construction of interactive narratives using some
visualization support. For instance, story graphs have been
used in different authoring systems to explicitly represent all
the possible story paths in INSCAPE [9], [29], U-Create [26],
Scribe [19], and SceneMaker [13]. These tools present intuitive
methods of visualization which can assist authors during the
story creation process. However, they are based on nongener-
ative formalisms, constraining authors to manually encode all
possible plan variations [22], [28].
From a different perspective, comics constitute a highly ex-
pressive medium, representing a story using a limited number
of panels [18]. However, even though comic strips have been
described as part of an IS system output in previous work [2],
the creation of comics is quite a complex process and obeys a
large set of rules (e.g., on transitions, panel shapes, etc.) [1],
[10]. On the other hand, game level designers commonly use
storyboards, which rely on simplified conventions. This is why,
in order to visualize the solutions generated by our IS planner,
we have replaced the standard planner’s output by a more intu-
itive visual output using interactive comic-like storyboards. A
planning approach also shared by Jhala et al. [15] with their in-
telligent storyboarding system generating 3-D movies from un-
derspecified handcrafted 2-D storyboards.
III. OVERVIEW
Our system enables game designers to generate and explore
complex game scenarios without relevant expertise in planning
technologies, and immediately visualize and modify them
through interactive storyboards. This approach differs from
previous generative systems such as ScriptEase [8], which
assists designers in producing character behavior scripts within
the boundaries of previously validated game scenarios, in that
our system produces level solutions from first principles. The
basic philosophy is to generate various possible solutions to
a given game level using the player character as the main
agent, and gameplay actions as the basic elements of solution
generation. This system uses heuristic search planning (HSP)
[5] to generate level solutions, each legal game action being
described as a planning operator. The description of the initial
state, the level’s objective as well as the level layout, constitute
the input data. Other gameplay-related parameters for the sim-
ulation include the Hitman’s style, which influences the choice
of certain actions and favors a certain style of solution (e.g.,
stealth versus violent). This is why, in addition to basic
dimensions such as the actor’s state, location, or event timeline,
we also define a specific assassin style representative of this
type of solution. The “killing” actions are then categorized
according to the above style and the most discreet (i.e., the
one with the predicate style (stealth) in their precon-
ditions) will tend to require numerous subplans. The assassin
style is set as an initial value and remains the same during the
solution generation. As illustrated by Fig. 1, the exploratory
approach supported by our system follows four main stages:
domain implementation [Fig. 1(0) and 1(1)], solution and
storyboard generation [Fig. 1(2)], solution analysis [Fig. 1(3)],
and solution modifications [Fig. 1(4)].
The first stage corresponds to the elicitation of all knowledge
required to describe a game level, such as the various states
(e.g., the level goal is to kill three different targets, different ini-
tial states, etc.) and the various game actions described through
their preconditions and their consequences. This step is carried
out by the AI programmer(s) from the baseline scenario pro-
vided by the game designer(s). In terms of planning, this corre-
sponds to domain implementation, which is constituted by the
tuple where is the set of available operators (i.e., the
game actions), is the current world state, and is the goal (i.e.,
level objectives). The world state is represented by a conjunct
of predicates defining the character’s current beliefs, states, and
goals as well as environment layout and events. The panel tem-
plates, which are used to generate storyboards, are attached to
planning domain elements; therefore, they also need to be de-
fined at this stage. Their composition will be detailed in the sec-
tion storyboard generation.
The second step, solution generation, consists of generating
a possible solution to the Hitman level under consideration. The
world state is represented by a conjunction of predicates. We use
HSP to generate level solutions from the initial state to the level
goal [23]. It generates solutions to the game level as a sequence
of actions leading to the level objective, represented as the plan’s
goal. We have opted for a “real-time” version of HSP by imple-
menting RTA [16] as its underlying search algorithm, which
also allows anytime plan interruptions to test environment mod-
ifications. The heuristics are used to guide action selection to-
wards the level solution. Their calculation is based on the simple
value iteration (VI) method [17] and accounts for a significant
fraction of the total central processing unit (CPU) time as clas-
sically described in the HSP literature [4]. The planner can pro-
duce on average a complete solution in approximately 1 s on a
2-GHz Intel processor, which is fully compatible with its use
within a design/authoring environment. The storyboard gener-
ation is running in parallel to the solution generation phase. It
uses templates to construct a storyboard panel from data corre-
sponding to the action forming part of the current solution being
generated. In turn, the various panels will be assembled sequen-
tially into a storyboard presenting the complete level solution
generated. As an alternative to offline generation of a complete
solution, an online mode allows step-by-step generation of a
solution, which includes the visualization of all possible out-
comes. Starting from the initial state, the user can expand the
plan at each step using an automatically generated tree repre-
sentation until the goal state is reached. As illustrated by Fig. 2,
after each action selected by the user, the system automatically
offers a list of possible subsequent actions. Once completed, the
solutions produced during the offline or online mode are ana-
lyzed. During solution analysis [Fig. 1(3)], the plan complexity
is expressed in terms of the number of subplans identified. In
addition, designers are allowed to interact and experiment with
the storyboards as they are being produced, using dynamic en-
vironment simulation interfaces [Fig. 1(3)], which are described
in detail in Section VI.
In later sections, we illustrate in detail each of these stages
using real data5 from the Casino level of the game title Hitman
5All design documents have been provided by IO Interactive Ltd., Copen-
hagen, Denmark.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the authoring process (see text for more details).
Fig. 2. Step-by-step solution generation proposing all possible alternative actions.
Blood Money. The story takes place in the Shamal Casino in
Las Vegas, NV—a luxurious hotel/casino complex styled after
the 1001 Nights theme. A Saudi sheik is about to meet with
a South-African mercenary (“the Afrikaaner”) at the luxurious
casino to exchange some valuable materials. A scientist em-
ployed by the sheik will also be there to oversee the deal. The
mission for Hitman is to assassinate all three men while re-
maining unnoticed. Hitman is a “stealth” game in the sense that
the player is meant to incarnate a professional assassin where
the more unnoticed the player remains, the greater score he will
obtain. At the end of each level, the player’s assassin style is ex-
pressed in terms of notoriety, which corresponds to discretion
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and “accidental” appearances of target’s deaths (for instance,
leaving no witnesses will be qualified as a “stealth” assassin
style). The different Hitman killing styles, reflecting his noto-
riety level, are separated into categories such as: violent,
classical, stealth.
To avoid detection, gameplay includes specific actions
such as disguising using enemy uniforms, hiding weapons or
bodies in isolated rooms, or even attracting enemies’ attention
(throwing money, triggering alarms). In addition, players also
have access to a large inventory of long-range weapon (e.g.,
sniper), as well as silent close range weapons (knives, poison).
Expert players (i.e., stealth assassin) should be able to
elaborate long and subtle plans, such as the one presented in
Section IV, while beginners would envisage rather simpler or
brute-force solutions. Therefore, one key aspect of the game-
play relies on the complexity and variety of possible solutions
as a stealth approach may involve more careful planning, which
also corresponds to a more sophisticated plan.
In this context, we first discuss the authoring methods for the
domain implementation. We then describe the solution genera-
tion process while demonstrating the dynamic environment sim-
ulation through storyboard manipulation. Finally, we explain the
dynamic creation of storyboards.
IV. DOMAIN IMPLEMENTATION
The first step is to provide a complete propositional represen-
tation of the world (e.g., disguised(HM, Afrikaaner),
location(HM, room), etc.). The initial state and the level
goal are then simply represented by conjuncts of such proposi-
tions. The planning operators are represented using a STanford
Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS)-like formalism
(i.e., a set of propositions as preconditions and effects) [11]
and correspond to game actions that can be performed by
the player character Hitman. During generation, the selection
of certain critical actions (e.g., various killing or neutral-
izing methods) is made using a categorization of operators
according to the different Hitman styles. For instance, the
stealth style will favor discreet actions such as strangle
or put-poison-in, over noisier executions such as shoot
or trigger-bomb.
The initial formalization of gameplay actions and states as a
planning domain is not without impact on the types of solutions
that will be generated. Common pitfalls are representing the
domain at a level of abstraction too high or conversely using too
specific actions, which will limit the generative power of the
system [22]. Knowledge elicitation is required to identify and
describe the actions for a level (e.g., search-body, dis-
guise-as, unlock-door, or shoot). This is a manual
process which can become error-prone when the size of the
planning domain and the number of operators increase. It is well
known that maintaining consistency between the predicates
used by the various operators can become challenging when
describing operators manually. The calculation of the HSP
heuristic introduces further constraints, as it requires that each
proposition appearing as a precondition of an operator should
at least also be present in one add list (this could otherwise
lead to the calculation of spurious heuristic values inducing
potential action selection errors). Inconsistencies in predicates’
labels could also be responsible for errors in the content of
operators with other detrimental side effects. There is thus a
need to check consistency of preconditions and effects every
time changes to the planning domain are introduced as part
of the knowledge elicitation process. Our authoring interface
facilitates the development of a consistent planning domain
by performing consistency checks and assisting the user in
the exploration of the planning domain. The elicitation of a
planning domain for our test level required one week, while
the description of an additional level could be done in as little
as two days by reusing common elements of the planning do-
main. This provides the basis for the generation of game level
solutions to be validated by game designers, although in the
first instance the solutions produced ignore problems arising
from the fine-grained timing of certain actions. The latter point
can be addressed through our storyboard image manipulation
option, as described in Section VIII).
V. SOLUTION GENERATION PROCESS
The solution generation process operates under two modes:
offline and online. In the former, the planner will consider the
type of assassin selected by the level designer and output a
complete storyboard proposing a solution whenever it exists.
The latter, online, consists of a step-by-step plan simulation, in
which the user can visualize the results using a tree-like hier-
archy (Fig. 2). In this mode, level designers can construct the
solution tree in a systematic fashion by manually selecting an
action from among those proposed by the planner after each
world state update. The designer can force the occurrence of
an action despite a poor heuristic value and thus explore the re-
sults of alternative actions, which would not have normally been
selected by the planner. This corresponds to an expert mode,
which is also of interest when requiring detailed explanations
for a generated solution. Solutions are generated according to
the following steps. Every operator in the planning domain is
tested for applicability. Whenever an operator’s preconditions
are satisfied, the operator is applied to create a new state that
could further be extended. The shape of the entire tree can be
examined, so that all possible solutions can be visualized. When
a node is selected, the entire plan that leads to it can then be ren-
dered as a storyboard using the storyboard generation process.
VI. STORYBOARD GENERATION
In Hitman, where solutions rely on a sophisticated plan elab-
oration, the causal relation between certain actions and the final
goal may be difficult to perceive. This is mostly due to the lack
of visibility for long-term causal dependencies. For instance,
during the first part of a plan, Hitman may kill a random casino
staff member to obtain his clothes or uniform (Fig. 5). This early
sequence of actions will only make full sense when later on
Hitman will exploit his staff appearance to serve a poisonous
drink to one of his targets waiting at the bar. It thus appeared
that the set of possible plans could be visually represented in
order to easily understand and control the unfolding of the gen-
erated content.
Therefore, each game action, described by a planning oper-
ator, is associated with a panel template which supports the gen-
eration of the final image panel from a set of elementary images
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Fig. 3. Example of panel template instantiation from an action and current state.
Fig. 4. Example of panel generation from an instantiated panel template.
(all original design documents have been provided by IO Inter-
active Ltd.). We use, as a way of dynamically creating graphical
content, a method relying on image layer composition in which a
storyboard image is composed of three main layers: 1) an atmos-
phere layer (background), 2) an environment layer (midground),
and 3) an actors layer (foreground). For each layer, a template
will define a position for an image (jpg, png, etc.). The atmos-
phere layer is used as a background image to emphasize a partic-
ular atmosphere following storyboard conventions (e.g., glows
of fire or emergency lighting, etc.) or game events (e.g., fire
alarm on), while the environment layer represents a given room
or place such as a kitchen or a laundry. The actors layer is used
to draw elements of the scene that could be rendered at different
positions (e.g., characters, objects, etc.). The objects in the scene
can be rendered at different preset positions (left, center, right,
etc.) and different heights (above ground, ground level, etc.).
The panel generation process relies on two operations: panel
template instantiation and aggregation. The first phase automat-
ically takes place once an action has been selected as the next op-
eration to perform. The generic template, previously associated
with the action, is then activated; consequently, the actor layer
is matched to the action add-list predicates [Fig. 3(1)] while the
environment and atmosphere layers propositions are retrieved
from the current world state [Fig. 3(2) and 3(3)]. Once instan-
tiated with the current story context [Fig. 3(4)], the template
is ready to be aggregated. During the panel aggregation phase,
the template respectively browses the actor, environment, and
atmosphere picture databases and selects the image associated
to propositions previously identified [Fig. 4(1)]. For instance,
if Hitman is actually located in a room, the proposition lo-
cation(HM, room) is part of the world state, so the corre-
sponding picture “Room.png” is selected [Fig. 4(2)]. One im-
portant gameplay feature is Hitman’s ability to disguise himself
as other characters, which usually grants him access to partic-
ular level areas. Consequently, an additional selection process
exists at the actor layer level to extract the correct picture cor-
responding to Hitman’s current appearance and movement (i.e.,
standing, walking, running, etc.).
The system first determines the current Hitman condition
from the world state to then, extract the appropriate picture from
the actor picture database, where a 2-D artist had previously
associated a posture and a motion tag to each character picture.
For instance, a casino guard actor has different pictorial repre-
sentations in our databases (in one of these, he is standing while
in the other he is walking [Fig. 4(3)]. Once each image layer
has been selected, the final storyboard panel is rendered by
drawing each layer from the furthest ones (i.e., the background
and the location) to the closest ones (i.e., all the characters and
objects) [Fig. 4(4)]. Finally, the rendered panel is added to the
storyboard [Fig. 4(5)].
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VII. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
A. Overview
Based on the level design documents provided, we formal-
ized entirely one of the actual levels of the game Hitman Blood
Money, namely Mission 10 called “A house of cards.” The re-
sulting planning domain for this level contains 93 operators (i.e.,
planning actions) and 95 propositions. The length of the so-
lution generated varies from 15 up to 50 actions, depending
on the Hitman’s killing style (i.e., from stealth to vio-
lent). In terms of storyboard panel, the total number of panel
templates is 24. However, we must take into account that cer-
tain templates cover a significant number of actions. For in-
stance, the HM-walking template is used by 43 actions. The
following sections briefly describe the storyboards generated to
solve the level according to the assassin’s desired style (i.e.,
violent, normal, stealth), and then demonstrate the
exploration of alternative solutions through storyboard interac-
tions and step-by-step plan generation.
B. The “Stealth” Assassin Solution
In this section, we illustrate one of the possible solutions gen-
erated under the stealth killing style, which usually gener-
ates the longest and the most elaborate plans. Figs. 5–8 illustrate
critical parts of the generated 40-step plan in the form of its re-
sulting storyboard. The level starts when Hitman arrives at the
casino hotel entrance, where a room has been reserved to his
name [Fig. 5(1): check-in(HM, lobby)].
Fig. 7 depicts how Hitman will execute and take over the
Afrikaaner’s identity [Fig. 7(14)], allowing him later to deceive
the sheik’s guards and infiltrate the meeting (Fig. 8). The first
part of the plan is to isolate the Afrikaaner from the bar area by
dressing as a waiter and serving him a tainted drink. In order
to do that, the solution made use of an important gameplay fea-
ture, i.e., Hitman’s ability to change his appearance and disguise
himself, which allows him to access specific restricted areas or
to remain incognito.
In this solution, Hitman starts to search for an isolated staff
member whom he could neutralize and steal his uniform,
which in turn will grant him incognito access to most parts
of the hotel. On the second floor, a waiter has been reported
alone in the laundry room (note: this information has been
given to the player during the mission briefing). After going
up there [Fig. 5(2): go-to(HM, floor2) and Fig. 5(3):
enter-room(HM, laundry)], Hitman strangles his
victim silently, leaving no trace, an extra precaution specific
to stealth style [Fig. 5(4): strangle(HM, staff,
laundry)]. Then, he empties the waiter’s pockets [Fig. 5(5):
search-body(HM, staff, laundry)] and puts on
his clothes [Fig. 5(6): disguise-as(HM, staff)]. Now,
Hitman, disguised as a waiter, will serve the Afrikaaner a
drink tainted with a powerful laxative [Fig. 6(11): put-ob-
ject(HM, laxative, drink-A) and Fig. 6(12):
drink(A, tainted-drink)] which would force him to
urgently use the bar bathroom, where Hitman will discreetly
murder him [strangle(HM, A, storage)], take his
Fig. 5. Extract of a storyboard produced, which illustrates the subplan “acquire
staff uniform.” (See text for more details.)
room keys [search-body(HM, A, storage)], and
switch clothes with him [Fig. 7(14): disguise-as(HM,
A, storage)].
In the meantime, the sheik arrives at the hotel entrance
followed by his heavily armed bodyguards. In addition to
the sheik’s entourage, numerous security guards and cameras
protect the Casino. In particular, the VIP Lounge, where the
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Fig. 6. Excerpt from a storyboard, which illustrates the subplan “attract
Afrikaaner in bathroom.” (See text for more details.)
meeting is supposed to take place, is kept under severe surveil-
lance; even waiters are searched before entering. In this context,
bringing weapons within the meeting area without alerting the
guards will require certain ingenuity.
One possible solution would be to place a weapon in one of
the suitcases that would be exchanged during the meeting. As
mentioned in the mission briefing, the Afrikaaner is supposed
Fig. 7. Excerpt from a storyboard, which illustrates the subplan “booby-rrap
sheik suitcase.” (See text for more details.)
to bring a suitcase containing some secret genetic materials in
order to exchange it for the diamond-filled suitcase brought
by the sheik. In order to gain access to both the Afrikaaner’s
and the sheik’s suitcases, first Hitman is going to trigger
the hotel’s fire alarm [Fig. 7(16): trigger-object(HM,
alarm-floor3)] to force the immediate evacuation of
everybody inside. He will then quickly drop a silenced gun
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Fig. 8. Excerpt from a storyboard, which illustrates the subplan “kill-and-es-
cape.” (See text for more details.)
into the sheik’s suitcase [Fig. 7(17): put-object(HM,
gun, suitcase-S)], and a booby-trapped bomb within
the Afrikaaner’s suitcase [Fig. 7(18): put-object(HM,
bomb, suitcase-A)].
Disguised as the Afrikaaner and carrying no weapon, Hitman
now has no trouble passing the security checkpoint [Fig. 8(20):
enter-zone(HM, lounge)] and accessing the private
TABLE I
RESULTS
room via the VIP lounge. The sheik welcomes his guest and
orders two of his men guarding the Scientist to bring him the
diamond-filled suitcase. Hitman exchanges suitcases with the
sheik [Fig. 8(21): exchange-suitcase(HM, sheik)].
As soon as the bodyguards leave with the Afrikaaner’s suit-
case, Hitman retrieves the silenced pistol from the suitcase the
sheik has just given him [pick-up-object(HM, gun,
suitcase-S)] and shoots him in the head [Fig. 8(22):
shoot(HM, sheik, room-VIP)]. Hitman then walks
out of the lounge and heads for the exit. Meanwhile, bodyguards
bring the Afrikaaner’s suitcase to the Scientist. The Scientist is
blown to pieces as soon as he opens the booby-trapped suitcase
[Fig. 8(23): trigger-object(HM, bomb, room-S)].
The mission objectives now being completed, Hitman can
peacefully leave the hotel as his targets have been killed
without raising any suspicion on his presence. Hitman can
finally escape the hotel using a taxi parked in front of the
entrance [Fig. 8(24): escape(HM, taxi)].
Table I provides an overview on the range of plan lengths
and counts of subplans for each style. This notion of subplan is
discussed in Section IX. The variation of the plan length corre-
sponds to tests involving different initial world state (changing
the Hitman’s default inventory by adding a sniper for instance)
or reflecting modification experimentation (adding, removing
objects). For each assassin style, our planner generated solution
plans very similar to the ones originally planned by the level
designer, or the ones provided in published strategy guides or
online spoilers. Notwithstanding minor timing issues, all solu-
tions computed have been successfully tested in the game. In
a certain sense, our results validate the quality of the solutions
computed by our planner, as well demonstrating the generative
aspect of IS as a technique for game solution exploration.
However, the planner and its storyboards by themselves do
not simulate the environment’s dynamics (the continuous mo-
tions of nonplayer characters during the game), and therefore,
do not permit the measurement of the impact of (sudden) envi-
ronmental changes on a possible solution. Later sections discuss
how to address this specific limitation.
VIII. SOLUTION MODIFICATION AND REVALIDATION
Here the planning agent only considers the actions of the
player character (i.e., Hitman). However, in the dynamic
game environment the nonplayer characters (NPCs), including
Hitman’s targets, have their own game-related autonomous
behaviors. For instance, the pseudorandom movement of the
NPC inside the facilities could cause our stealth plan to fail
due to the absence of the waiter in the laundry room [Fig. 5(3)].
Additionally, Hitman’s targets usually have sophisticated be-
haviors leading them to move constantly through the level
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Fig. 9. Example of world modification by storyboard’s panel alteration (drag-and-drop a phone item into the Afrikaner’s room providing in term a novel plan to
assassinate the sheik).
as they pursue their own goals. For instance, the Afrikaner
keeps walking cyclically from the bar to his room passing by
the bathroom providing several options to kill him and each
of these options could be represented in the scenarios. In a
highly dynamic world, where AI-controlled characters could
generate events or provide/substitute items at any time, many
plans could suddenly become obsolete. Therefore, in order to
simulate world dynamics, spatio–temporal variations have to be
simulated within the solution generation process. Subsequently,
we have introduced the possibility for the designer to modify
the world state at any stage in order to reproduce dynamic state
variations that will normally occur within the game (e.g., sim-
ulating NPC movements from one room to another). Our plan
generation is therefore synchronized with plan interruptions, so
as to explore opportunities for various player and NPC actions.
Our dynamic environment simulation interfaces (i.e., agent
and object databases) offer views of each current actor’s beliefs,
goals, and location as well the possibility to modify them at any-
time while generating the plan in a step-by-step fashion (Fig. 2),
or when visualizing the final storyboard (Fig. 1). Through these
graphical interfaces, users can drag-and-drop item’s pictures di-
rectly on the storyboard to modify the environment, and imme-
diately visualize the impact of such modifications on a proposed
solution plan.
A. World Modification
Within our system, the user can simulate changes in the en-
vironment or user timing failures by directly altering the sto-
ryboard’s panel (a kind of “visual programming”), or by mod-
ifying the planner’s world state. The first method offers an in-
tuitive way for non-AI experts to modify the world state at any
time during plan elaboration by simply inserting/removing ob-
jects from the storyboard’s panel. Using our object database in-
terface, users can drag-and-drop objects’ pictures in the actor’s
layer of the panel (Fig. 9) and instantaneously visualize their
impact on the solution previously proposed. For instance, a user
could insert a telephone’s item in one of the storyboard’s image
[Fig. 9(1)], to trigger the replanning of the entire plan [Fig. 9(2)].
To support such interactions, planner’s actions (i.e., operators)
are previously associated to actor’s pictures, and update the
world state based on the context of the storyboard panel. The
insertion of the phone’s picture over the Afrikaaner’s room will
immediately update the planner’s world state by adding the fol-
lowing proposition: location(phone,room-A). As a di-
rect consequence of this modification, an entirely new plan is
generated taking into account the new affordances provided by
such an object (e.g., attracting the sheik outside to answer to the
Afrikaner’s call will give an occasion for Hitman to snipe him
from a hotel room [Fig. 9(19)–(21)].
Meanwhile, users can also modify characters or objects
that are not represented by the storyboard. For instance, users
could alter any NPC agents’ location, or trigger any world
events at a certain time by simply clicking on a panel and
using our agent database interface to modify a predicate. For
instance, to reproduce characters movements, a user can update
a proposition within the NPC actions such as update-po-
sition (Afrikaaner, room2) or world events such as
character-level-arrival (sheik, lobby).
B. Timing Issues
Another critical aspects of “Stealth”-type games are timing
issues. In such games, accurate timing between actions is
an issue that players often have to face. Consequently, level
designers might want to explore unexpected consequences of
timing failures when considering a particular solution. For
example, the player may have been waiting too long and is
now unable to interfere with the unfolding of the story. In the
previously presented solution, we have seen Hitman placing a
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Fig. 10. Example of timing issue simulation by storyboard’s panel reordering (here user drag-and-drop the panel “waiting-for-event” before the “put-object-in”
one, which is artificially creating a delay leading to a plan failure).
Fig. 11. Evolution of the HSP heuristic during plan execution.
bomb inside the Afrikaaner’s suitcase [Fig. 7(18)]. Now, the
designer might want to consider what will happen if the player
arrives too late in the Afrikaner’s room (i.e., while the meeting
has already started) and thus cannot find the suitcase.
Fig. 10 depicts how the designer will simulate such situa-
tion by simply inserting (or moving) a wait-for-event ac-
tion earlier in the storyboard sequence before the put-ob-
ject-in action [Fig. 10(1)]. By forcing the meeting to start
earlier, the designer prevents the planner selecting operators that
can only occur before the meeting. This provokes a dead end,
as the suitcase is now no longer accessible, forcing the solu-
tion to end prematurely. In this example, a solution has been
interrupted by simulating a timing issue, which created a dead
end. In such cases, the planner will signal a plan failure by
displaying a “dead-end” message on the action triggering the
failure [Fig. 10(2)]. In these short examples, we demonstrated
how intuitive and expressive combinations of storyboard gener-
ation and modification could help to understand complex solu-
tions, explore alternatives, and immediately perceive dead ends.
IX. ANALYSIS
Due to the plans’ complexity and size, the evaluation of their
quality along with the exploration of alternative solutions can
become a rather tedious task. To address this problem, our in-
terface presents a tool assisting plan evaluation and exploration.
This tool extracts and signals “key” actions from a generated
plan, and so gives the possibility to level designers to explore
the impact of a world state change before or after these crit-
ical actions. The identification of critical actions relies on a
post-hoc analysis of the maximum and minimum heuristic evo-
lution and more particularly the extraction of significant vari-
ations among the values computed. As illustrated by Fig. 11,
each action chosen by the planner naturally contributes to an
overall heuristic decrease during the plan progression. Conse-
quently, no significant distinction can be directly extracted from
the heuristic evolution. However, it can be seen that the range of
values between the minimal and maximal heuristics varies con-
siderably during story progression. In fact, even if the minimal
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Fig. 12. Subplan identification from heuristic range variation (here: subplan “acquire staff uniform” from operator #2 to #5 has been identified).
values are naturally always decreasing, the maximal values fluc-
tuation is noticeable after the application of certain actions.
As depicted on Fig. 11, the heuristic variation gap can nearly
double in value between two subsequent actions (i.e., operator
#5 and #6). The steep increase appearing right after operator
#5 has been applied signifies that a larger population of pos-
sible actions has become available (i.e., perplexity). Here, the
casino-staff uniform acquired by Hitman at action #5 opens a
novel plan perspective by permitting a novel set of actions. As
explained in the rest of the section, such a steep change could
correspond to a landmark action denoting the end of a subgoal
and the commencement of a novel one. In our example, the first
key actions identified correspond to actions #2 and #5. Between
those two operations, the heuristic range denotes a major de-
crease, which could be interpreted as a major progress realized
by Hitman toward his final goal. It could also be perceived as
the achievement of a subgoal, which corresponds here to the
acquisition of an appropriate set of clothes for the rest of the
plan. This episode corresponds to the action sequence starting
at action #2 and finishing after action #5 (see Fig. 12) where
Hitman enters the laundry, kills the staff member, and finally
disguises as him. The action #37 is another example of a signif-
icant achievement highlighted by a sudden range variation once
applied, when Hitman finally shoots his last target (Fig. 12).
In the case of an extensive plan containing over 30 actions,
this system brings the level designer’s attention to intermediate
or critical achievements. As a direct consequence, designers
could then experiment with alternative plans by modifying the
world state necessary for these key actions using the dynamics
environment simulation or domain implementation authoring
interfaces. In addition, the number of subgoals identified within
a certain plan provides pertinent indicators of the level solution
difficulty. It gives level designers opportunities to relax or re-
inforce plan conditions to improve the gameplay experience.
Our notion of subgoal recognition appears to be related to land-
marks identification in traditional planning [14], which reflect
critical intermediary plan subtasks. Once identified, landmarks
can be used to decompose the original problem by focusing the
search toward the achievement of these subgoals rather than tar-
geting the final goal. However, landmark extraction relies on
complex backward-chaining techniques [24] and, despite cer-
tain improvements, can produce dead-end solutions (see [25]).
Here, we have proposed a method to identify critical plan
actions, and identify subplans, by relying on heuristics range
analysis, with primary intention to help level designer to rapidly
estimate and balance the overall gameplay difficulty in term of
subplan amount.
X. CONCLUSION
While most of the AI techniques used in computer games are
still dedicated to character behavior generation, we have pre-
sented an AI system assisting the game design process. This ap-
proach, derived from IS technologies, supports the generation
of level solutions, while validating their narrative content. Fur-
thermore, our system also supports the exploration of alternative
solutions or dead ends by direct interaction with the generated
storyboards. Our authoring environment assists domain formal-
ization, solution plan visualization, modification, and evalua-
tion, allowing game designers to preview solution complexity
and adjust game balance. Our first prototype has been devel-
oped in collaboration with Eidos Interactive and tested using
data from the released title Hitman Blood Money. Overall, our
approach is applicable to all those games which offer a large
variation of solutions depending on a different use of environ-
ment’s resources, within the same gameplay constraints. This
is mostly a characteristic of adventure games with rich envi-
ronments and multiple opportunities for interaction and use of
game objects, which support different playing “styles.” Most re-
cent releases of adventure games tend to fall into this category.
Although no systematic or quantitative evaluation of the solu-
tion generation system has been undertaken, we have carried
out a qualitative analysis of the solution produced, both inter-
nally and by submitting level solutions to the original game de-
sign team. Our qualitative analysis consisted in the validation
of individual solutions by actually playing the game according
to their course of actions, as well as identifying similar solu-
tions in existing strategy guides or online game spoilers. When
reporting the complete set of solutions to designers at Eidos, it
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appeared that the system had produced a few instances of orig-
inal solutions not hitherto identified by the design (or testing)
teams, which constituted the best confirmation of its original
objectives. However, our future work will aim at facilitating the
identification of “fragile” plans (i.e., easily derailed due to their
reliance on a delicate timing or use of resources (e.g., missing a
critical event such as the sheik and Afrikaner meeting, or simply
running out of ammunition for specific weapons). We are thus
currently investigating techniques to simulate spatio–temporal
variations of an action sequence, and their corresponding impact
on plan execution. One research direction consists in altering
world states in a systematic way around landmark actions (by
automatically adding or removing object or character from cer-
tain locations and measuring their impacts). Using AI in support
to game design appears to be a promising research topic [12],
[27], which can have an impact on development costs and could
facilitate collaboration between AI programmers and game de-
signers in the workplace.
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